Movie: Hanste Zakhm
Year: 1973

Song: Betaab Dil Ki Tamanna
Lyricist: Kaifi Azmi

Betab dil ki
Tamana yahi hai

Betaab dil ki
Tamana yahi hai

Tuhe chahenge tuhe pujenge
Tuhe apna huda banayenge

Betab dil ki
Tamana yahi hai

Betab dil ki
Tamana yahi hai

Suno suno vyabao men
Jab tak tum na aaye the
Khushiyo sb sab odero ki
Gum sb sare paraa the

Apne se sb chuhiye sbhi
Dhakka apne seine sbhi
Hmko jina padta sbh
Vyabhish kabh sbh jine sbhi
Ab jo aake tumne
Hmne jina siwah diya sbh
Chalo dunia na bastaenge
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